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ABSTRACT 

We obtain existence theorems for tbe solutions of certain linear 
parabolic equations which contain different Bessel-type differential 
operator~. These operators are infinitesimal generators of semigrops, these 
being differentiable and llnalytic. The semigroups are characterized in 
the early paragraphs. The e4ua1ions analysed appear as particular cases 
of the Fokker-Planck equation 

cu 0 [ 0 J 0 [ J . . ' ' ·at-(x,t) - ox A(x) i)x [u(x,t)J + (lx B{x) u(x,t) , x>O, tE(O,TJ 

when this equation has the most outstanding biological and physical 
significance. 

J. INTRODUTION 

The study of uniqueneses classes ::inn the classes where Cauchy's 

Problem for partial diffenmlial systems and equations with Bessel type 

differential operators remain well posed was initiated by Zitomirskii 

{18) in 1955. This author obtains a uniqueness class for such systems 

between the classical functions with temperen growth when be takes 

into consideration partial differential equations which contain the 
d3 2µ+ I d . 

operator !:::, ,.. - -d 2 + - d-. Later the research of intial-vuluc x x x 
problems for systems with the operator 6,.. has ·been dealt with 

Kliprijanov-Kononenko {I OJ; Krehivshiv-Mattiuok [ 11 ]; Brzezinski 
(21; among other authol"s. 
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W. Lee [ 12] was the first author who realized a study with a 

methodology similar to the one carried out by Gelfand-Shilov in the 

study of the systems with polynomial coefficients with the operator 

d
d (usual derivation) for systems~with the differential Bessel's operator 
x 

d2 4 2-1 
S,. = dx2 - -~A2-, µ.>-1/2. He obtainsjuniqueness classes and classes 

where the solutions of Cauchy's problem exist among the regular 

functions with Cl)mpact support in the interval I= ] 0, = [. In 1985 

the author (Gonzalez t8]) generalizes the Lee's theorems and the existence 

and uniqueness of such solutions were found between the functiom1 

with exponential growth, being that this growth must be associated with 

the type of each system which would he cbnsidered. 

In this paper the operator S,. will be studied intu Hilbert spaces, 
q ( 

which will be denoted by H , µ. e R, q e N; being that each space H ,. ,. 
is contained in the classical space Ll!(O,oc) S,. is the infinitesimal 

generator of a semi group of bound.;:d T,,.1t1, which will be cvmpletely 

characterized. A convolution defined between measurable functions, 

which was defined by the author (Gonzalez [71> will allow us to find an 

explicit expression of T,.(t). Then it \\ill be proved that the semigroup 

T ,...(t) is an analytic semigroup of bounded Ii near opdrators. The previous 

theorems about S,. and T,... 1 t) will lead us to the study of Cauchy's 

probiem for an equation of parabolic lypt: which contains tho operator 
s,... 

Other partial differential e4uatio11s with different Bessel typc!ooerators 

can be solved likewise with the help· of the theorems ,,,which, \Viii h~ 
- ) ' 

obta.ined for the operator S,... Certain of these equations will be studied 

in the last paragraph of the paper, since they appear as significant 

cases of tlrn 1-okker-Planck equation: 
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au ;i [ a J a [ J ;-(x,t) = - A(x) - [ u(x9 t) I + - B(x) u(x,t) •.• (1.1) 
ul ax ex . (lx 

for x E 1, t E O;T, and A(XJ and B(x) being coefficients which are 

always known. 
q q 

2. SPACES H AND L, q € N ,. 

We den<:>te by X the Hilbert space L2(0,oo) with the inner product: 

C,P/11>) = J;:o ,P(x} ll>(x) dx V ,P,11> EX ... (2.J) 

The classical Hankel transformation h,., which is defined by the pair 

(2.21: 

(h,.,P) (a) = f ;o (xa)l/2 J,.(xa) ll>{x; dx 
... (2.2) 

Ch cf>) (x) = 
00 

(xa)ltll J,.{x) cI>(a) dct; x,aE/ -1 f 
/"! 0 

verifies in X the f dlowing theorem 1 : 

Theorem 1. (Rochner (I)) The linear operator h16 establishes an 
automorphism on X. 

We must understand the formulation of the previous theorem as 
follows: 

(a} Each function Fn(a)== J" (xa)112 J,.(xa),f(x). ¥ nENbelongs to 
0 . 

the space X, being f"' X. Moreover the sequence {Fn(a)} neN conwrges 

in the norm of X, being lim Fn(a) = J00 
(xa)l/2 J,.(xa)f(x)dx 

n_,,.oo 0 . 

(b) J;° I (h,./ }(a) 12 da-= J;° lf(x) I 2 dx 

(c) f(x) = h,. [ (h,./) (a) ] (x), ¥ f e }{ 
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For each real number µ and each integer q, we define a Hilbert 
q q 

space H as follows. A function cf>(x) is in H if and only if it is ,. ,. 
defined on the interval I, it is real-valued and smooth and, for each 

nonnegative integer r < q the expression: 

(N,.+'-1· Nl"+r_2 ••• NI"(</>)] (x) belongs to X; being N,. the 

differential operator: 

(N,.cf>) (x) = x,.+112 :X [ x-,.-112 cp(x) J, x>O 

a -
H is a liner space. Also we can define the norm (2.3): . ,. 

[J oo Jl/2 
//</>I/ ,.a = 2.::=l 

0 
I (N,.+r-1· N,.+•-2 ... (N,..) (\b(X)) / 2 dx (2.3) 

Thus, we can prove the following lemma: 

q 
Lemma 1. The space H is dense in X, for any q e N and µ> O. ,. . 

Proof: The _lemma will be proved on seeing that the Frechet space H,,. 

which was introduced by Zemanian in the form: 

H,.. = {cf>: l ~c !cf> is a. smooth function, ht>.ing that the expressions: 

~~) I xm (x-1 d~ [ x-,..-1111 cji(x) ]I remain bounded } , 

ti 

it is contained into the space H V q e N because the composition 

of differential operators: 

[N,._,_1· N,.+r-2 ... N"" </> (x)J 

coincides with the expression: 

,. 

x,.+r-112 [ x-1 Jx J [ x-,.-112 </> (x) J , v rp e H,. 

which appears inside the definition o(H,;.. 
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Furthermore, the space of smooth functions with compact D(l) is 

dense in X as: 

q 

D(l) C H,. C H C X ,. 
q 

we will have proved that H is dense in X. ,. 
We must now define the space V for q E N. A function ,P: l-+ C 

belongs to the space V jf and only if, for any nonnegative integer 

r: r ~ q. the fpnction cr' r/J(cr) belongs to X. 

U is a normed space when the norm (2.4) would be defined: 

L~ [ Joo Jl/2 rfl(r/J)= lcr'</>(cr)J 2dcr 
k .. } 0 

... (2.4) 

Then, we can prove the following theorem: 

q ' 
Theorem 2. The linear operator h,.: H -+ f;'; h,.: <Ji -:>- h~(r/>) ,. 

q 

defines an isometric isomorphism from the space H onto the space ,. 
U, for µ > - 1/2 

Proof: (a) Theorem 1 proves this the:orem when q """ 0 
q 

(b) Being q > 0, q E N and r/JeH the formulae: ,. 

crr [ h,.'cfa)] (cr) = (-1)'' h,.+r [ (N,.+r-t- N,.+•-2 ... N,.) (c/>) ] cr 

easily can be proved for any integer r < q and cr e I 

and for when the recurrence relations uf the Bessel function J,.(z)are 

known. Then. we can use Theorem I, and in this way we will find 

that h,.rfo helongs to V. h,. being an.isometry. 

(c) When we choose a function <I> belonging to the space 

U, q > 0,we know that: 
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[ N,.+r-1. N,.+'-2 ... N,. J [ h14 1P J (a)= (-1)' h,.tr [a' cf>(cr) J (x) 

for any integer r~q. i.e .• the function [ N,.+•-l· NHr_2 ... N,. ][ h,.IP :(cr) 

belongs to the space X, and in consequence the function (h,.11>) (x) 
q 

belongs to the space H . ,.. 
-1 

Therefore, we also have that the inverse mapping h coincidet' ,.. 
with h,.. 

3. SEMIGROUP OF BOUNDED OPERATORS Tt>(t) 

In the Hilbert space X we define the operator A associated with 
tbe differential operator SI' as follows: 

A is the operator: 

A: D(A} C X-+X 

rp-+A(cf>) (x) - Sl"ef>(x) = x-t>-J/2 Id· x2t>tl di x-,.-112 ef>Cx) ••• (3.1) 
' ' " ( ·' ','( 

D(A) being the domain of A, given in 

{ 
• d2c/J 4µ.2-1 

D(Al == ,P e X/ the function St>rfo (x) = (j;2" - 4T <f>(.r;) is 

defined, being that S,.,P belongs to the Sf.H:lCe x} , 
A characterization of the domain D(A) wu!l ob1uiucc.1 by Callias 

(3) in the from: When (A'cf>) (x) denotes the oporator: (A'ifo) (x)=- ~~(x) 

+ ~ - r/;(x), K being a real number: K i> 3/4 if a function rp e X be 
x 

in the domain of tk'\l closure of the operator A' defined on C
00 

(0,oo); 
0 

extending ,P to R_ by ib=O in R_, then we have: ef>r:HI(R)r:::: {rfo~L2(R) / 

(l+a2/
12 "f Ca) e L2(R) }•cf is absolutely continuous on I and 

......, 
Jim cf>(x) = 0 (cf> i1:1 tbtl Fourier transform of cp). 
x-+0 
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The space H is contained in D(A) for q>2, since: ,. 
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(S"'rfo) (x) = x-"'-112:X x2,.+I d: x-""-112 rfo(x))=[ 2(µ+ l)N,. + N,..+l. N,. J 
(</J(xJ) ••• (3.2) 

then. as a consequence of (3.2), we can prove the following properties: 

(al D;A) is dense in X 

(b) -A is a monotone operator, because: 

(-A<P/<fo = -J00 
(x-,.-1,2!!___x2"'+1!!_[ x-14-1/2(,Plx))J p(x) dx = 

o dx dx 

~ J;o IN,,.,PJ2 dx > 0 for rp e D(A) 

(c) A is closed operator 

... (3.3) 

We want to see which is the resolvent set p(A) of the operator 

A, t e.: 

p(A) = {(>i.eC/ "Al - A) is a bounded linear in X} 

Then, let f be a .function of X. We must find a function g in D(A} 

being that; 

(Al - A) (g) =I ••• (3.4) 

lintl), v.e cc mi<ln ttat ft e· cngs to tle ~race D 1;, ard tl:rn, appl)ing 

h,,. to the two members of (3.4) we will obtain: 

(h,,.g) (a)""' all~,\ (h,,.f) (a) 

lbus, the function g(x) can be expressed in the form: 

g(x) = h,,. [a!!~ }i-(h,.f) (a) J (a-+x) ••. (3.5) 
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We can simplify the expression (3.5) of g with the help of a 

convolution product which wa~ studied by the author (Gonzalez Pl ). 
Its defiuition is given in the following: 

Given f and g two measurablro functions in /, the convolution f*g 
between f and g is defined by: 

f*g) (X) = Xl'-+112 J;; T: [ U-1'--1/2 g(u) J j (y) yl'-+1/2 dy, X > 0 

•.. (3.6) 

where T
11 

denotes the transl;ition operator: 
DJ 

r" - I J'" . " DJ g - .V:n:2,.1'1
1
,-1-1/2\ 

0 
g([x2 f-yL2xy aoswJ1f2)Sfn2i-w dw ... (3. 1) 

We can prove 

Lemma 2. When the functions .(and g verify: 

y,..+112 j(y), y,.+112 gly) e L 1(0,oo), then the convolution /*g belongs 
to L1(0,oo), too, moreover: 

h,..(f*g) (a)"'"' a-1'--I/2 (hi-/) (a). (h,.g) (a), a EI ... (3.8) 

As a consequence of Lemma 2, we find that g\X) in (3.5) admits 

the. represtmtation (14, p. I08J: 

gJx) = h,. [ a-"'-112 h,.. [ ,\f'oJ2 y K,. (,\y) ] (h,.. f) (a) ] (x) 

where K,. is the modified Bessel function of the third class and order µ.. 

And then: 

g(x) = [,\l"i2 f(y) * y K,. (,\y)] (x) 

Thus (l6, p. 367]: 

r:[ u-,,-1;2 u K"' (,\u)] -,\1•/2 ,\-,.1a x-,.1~ ,\-1•/2 y ,.12 K,.(AX) J,..(1\y) (3.9) 
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Then, the function g(x) which is the solution of rhe resolvent equation 
will be: 

g(x) = ifx Kl'- (v'"Ax) f ~ f <Y) ify JI'- <v'"Ay) dy = 

= ifx Kl'- (A/,\x) ,\-I/4h,. [j(y)) (,\) ... (3.10) 

Moreover, the composition of the operators N,.+1. and N,. give us: 

N,.+1. NI'- (g(x)) = Nl'-+1· NI'- R1A:A) (/) = AR A:A) (j) 

such that, then, we can prove that the searched function R fA:A)(f) 
belongs to the domain D(A) since the norm: 

II R(~:A)( Jrll! ~ f ~ lifx K,.+2 (vi\x) j?· [f ~ lf(y) i3 dy 

[f ~ I J,. (if At) if t 12 dt]] dx 

remains bounded: 

Unlil 1ww, the function f had been chosen between the regular 

functions with bounded support in /. When f belongs to the space X 

the previous results can be proved too; and, in addition it is possible 

to obtain a constant M > 0, such that the norm of R(A:A) verifies: 

II R(A:A) II ..,:;; M/t\, ~ ,\ € p(A) ... (3.11) 

Then we can prove 

Theorem 4. The differential operator S,. is the infinitesimal generator 

of a Co semigroup T,.(t). 

Following the proof of Theorem 4 we know (Pazy [15]) that the 
semigroup T,.(t) can admit the following representation: 

I Jc+i0o [ J T,.(t)(g) (x) = Zrci c-ioo e)..t R(..\:A)g (x) d..\ -

= J;o g(y) ify (-i)"' L-1 [ K,. (if Ax) I,. (-if..\yi) }t> dy 
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where g belongs to X and L-1 denotes the inverse Laplace transfor

mation. However, the inverse transformation of K,.( if Ax)l ,.(-.f A yi ) is 

known 

(Ditkin-Proudnikov [4,p. 344], so we can obtain the expression of 

Tt>(t) given in (3.12): 

[ 
x2/4t \"' y2/4t 

[T"" (t)gJ (x) = x(2ttI e- lo g(y) 'Vy J,. (xy/2t) e dy + 

-x2j4t r 00 y2j4t ] + e Jo g(y) .fyJt> (xy/2t) e - dy ... (3.12) 

Moreover, if we say that the semigroup T t>(t 1 is analytic when there 

exist two nonnegative constants 6 and C and 

I/ A R(A:A}nt-1 j/ < C/nfi.n, V n ' N and V A > nb, 

then 

(R(.\:A)2/] (x = .fxKt>(.\x) f: J,.(if'Ay).fyf(y)dy 

[f;:o ¥uK,.(if~uJ,..(ifAu) du] = (2,\)-1 [R(,\:A)/] (X) 

it will be: 

[R(A:A)n+l fJ (x) = (2AP1 (R(A:A)/J tx) V n 'N 

and: 

[AR1,\:Ay1+1/J (X')""" rn Al-n [R(A:A) I J (X) 

being, then that the following theorem has been proved: 

... (3.13) 

... (3.14) 

Theorem S. The operator s,.. is tht! infinitesimal gtmerator of an 

analytic semigroup T,..tt), given as the formula (3.12) 
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4. CAUCHY'S PROBLEM FOR A PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL 

EQUATION OF PARABOLIC TYPE WITH THE OPERATORS,.. 

let us consider the following partial differential equation: 

oU -[d2 4µ.2-] J ot (x,t) - dx2 - 4X"2" ( u(x,t) ), x E /, t>O (4.l) 

with the intial values C,Jlldition: 

u(x,0) = uo (x) ... (4.2) 

When the solution u(x,t) of (4.1) and (4.2) would be understood as a 

abstract function: 

u.] 0,IX' [ -+ X 

t > u t): I ··"' R 

x-->- u(tJ (x) = u(x,t) 

the semii:roups of linear operators theory can be used in the resolntkn 

of tho partial difereutial 1:quutiuuH und then we cau prove tltti 

theorem S. 

Theorem 6. When u0(x) is a function wkich belongs to the space 
X, then them is an unique solution u(x,t) of (4.J) and (4.2) in the 
spam: X. 

Moreover, if Problems (4.1) and (4.2) arc iuhomogeneous In the 
form: 

riu 3i (x,t) = S,. [11(.'",tJ] + j(x,t) ••• (4.3) 

u'x,O) = u0 (x), x E /, 0 < t < T < QQ ... (4.4) 

we will have 

Theorem 7. If the function f belongs to the space L 1(0,T,X) and it is 
locally Holder continuous in (O,TJ, for each uo(x) belonging to X, there 
is a unique soluthrn u(x,t) of (4.3) and (4.4) which admits the 
expression: 
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u(x t) = T,.(t) (uo (x)] + J: T/t-s( [ f(x,s)J ds 

Theorems 6 and 7 can be modified and then they may be used in the 

study of other parabolic equations of type (4.l)-(4.2) where these appear 

different Bessel-type differential operators of S,.. These operators 

which preseut a general expression in the form .x2 d: x2 d: .x0 ;a+ b + c < 2 

have been studied by a group of research workers of the Mathematical 

Analysis Department of the University of La Laguna ( Canaary Islands). 

They have found every one of the topic,: relative to the operational trea

tment of those operators; i.e. they have found fotegral transformations. 

spaces of test functions where these operators define linear and coa
tinuous mappings; convolution prouucl associated with H1e111; 1:Jlc. fo 

particular, thie Bessel-Clifford's operator B,. = x. ~:2 + ( 1 - µ) d: 
= dl x,.+1 <!_l x-,.1 µ > 0 has been carefully analysed (Gonzalez, [7 j). 

'"" ~ ·" 
We can define 

~u (x,t) = R,. [u'.x.t)j x > 0 t > 0 
cl ,. ,, 

•.. (4.5) 

being the initial value problems l4.5) and (4.6): 

u(x,0) = uo(X) ... (4 6) 

could be studied with the help of the previous theorems. 

So, when u(x,t) is a function which belongs ( V t> 0) to the space 

X' = { f I~ RI J;o lf(u) 12 u-,. du < oc } 

which is a normed space with the norm: 

[ J
oo ]l/2 llf/1,.,2 = · 
0 

lf(u)j 2 u-,.du ft:X' 

then the function: 
v(x,t) = 2-1x112-"' u(x 2/2.t) 
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will belong to the space X in 2, V' t > 0. Moreover, we can formally 

find the relation: 

st'rx-,...+1 /2 u(x2/2,t)] = x-1'-+1 /2 B,... [u(x,t)] (x 2/2), v- x E /, t > 0 

and then, when v(x,t1 could be a solution of (4.1) - (4.2) defined into 

the space X, uo(x) belonxing to the space X; u(x,t) ~ill be a solution 

in X' of (4.5) and (4.6) for v0(x) chosen in tbe space,\'', In this way, 

the initial value problem (4.5) and (4.6) can be solved, and then two 

theorems like the 6 and 7 ones are thus proven. 

The previous operational treatment cif parabolic equations can 

also be used like1.dse in the study of equations of the same type with 

other Bessel type differential operators; among others the following 

ones: 

d d d2 d d ""[ d] d x-"' - x,.+1 _ = x - +(µ.+I) - = - x - + µ-
dx dx d.\2 dx dx dx dx 

or 
d d 

;C2,.-J - ,tSI'-'' 1 _ 
dx dx 

d2 2µ+ I d 
([;2 + --:X- dx · 

These differential operators usually appear in particufor cases of 

Fokker Planc:k equation ( J .1 ); precisely in those cases where the said 

equation has the most outstanding biological and physical significance 

( Gumdtlcz, (9J ). 
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